“Making a Difference through Instructional Excellence”
Purpose
Many successful people attribute their success to a teacher, instructor, or trainer that made a
positive difference in their life. Do you want to:
➢ Be a role model or mentor that others will remember?
➢ Become a best in class industry trainer or college instructor?
➢ Make a positive difference in the lives of others?
The North American Process Technology Alliance Instructor Skills Conference XI is designed
for you to:
➢ Become a best in class trainer or instructor.
➢ Make a positive difference in the lives of others through use of interactive instructional
techniques and best practices.

Overview
The North American Process Technology Alliance (NAPTA) eleventh annual Instructor Skills
Conference (ISC XI) is a two-and-a-half-day participative event to enhance the skills of industry
training personnel and college technical instructors. The conference encourages networking,
learning, and application of instructional skills through a series of workshops, discussion groups,
panel discussions, and keynote presentations. Participants will receive a Learner Journal to
capture their key learnings and conference action plans.
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Learning Session Preview
Basic Instructor
Fundamentals

Educating and Training
Millennials

Using DISC Personality
Assessment to Enhance Learning

New Hire Job Qualification
Process*

Creating Valid Test
Questions

Process Technology Internships

Best Practices in Simulator
Training**

Management and Use of
Digital Technology*

Championing Diversity to Make a
Difference**

*Discussion Group, **Panel Discussion

Additional Conference Activities
Vendor interaction

NAPTA Lifetime Achievement Award
Presentation

Topic of the Day Discussions

Participant-decided discussion groups

Networking Hospitalities

Door prize drawings

Participant Feedback from ISC X
➢ “Made several new contacts during the conference through networking opportunities that will
help me develop in my training career”
➢ “Very hands-on, participative and valuable learning experience”
➢ “Captured several tips, techniques and best practices that I will take back to make a positive
difference in my courses”
➢ “Facilitator demonstrated exceptional instructor techniques throughout the workshop that I will
take back to improve my instructor skills”

Key Contacts for Questions
➢ Registration: Kay Sanchez at administrator@naptaonline.org or 903-237-9382
➢ Conference Learning Sessions and Activities: Eric Newby at director@naptaonline.org
or 409-658-5892
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